Can we set up our booth/bar op in the parking lot and open on June 1? Not without the approval of the municipality that
issued the premise permit expanding it to include parking lot sales.
Can’t we just open up our booth/bar op in the bar/restaurant as people enter to go to a patio? No. Sales are not to be
made within the confines of the building.
Are any of the rules/regulations being waived? No. As an example, a signature is still required on prize receipts and
paper pull tabs must be available for sale if electronic pull tabs are being offered.
Will the GCB be more understanding if fund losses occur in outdoor settings? No. All precautions that are taken to
protect and secure the cash/games inside the building need to be taken outside of the building as well.
Can we open our booth/bar op at 12:01 am on June 1st? Yes. Those receipts would then be posted along with the rest of
the June 1 sales.
Are the licensed organization employees required to wear masks when working? Yes.
Are bar/restaurant patrons required to wear masks? No, but it is strongly recommended per the Minnesota Stay Safe
Plan/Covid-19 Updates and Information dated 5/20/2020.
Can we move money from the gambling fund to the general fund? Not unless you are already allowed to do so. That was
a provision of the GCB Covid-19 response bill that did not get voted on by the House.
In the outdoor setting can our method of selling be mobile (as from a cart) and move from table to table? Yes
Can customers go inside to purchase electronics? No. This is per the Governor’s announcement allowing bars and
restaurants to open for outdoor seating only.
Can a bar put the pull-tab box in a window with the flare on the window, and if the customer wants to buy pull-tabs,
they tell a waiter that they would like to purchase them? No. Customers will not be allowed to give money to wait staff
that would go inside to purchase pull-tabs on their behalf.
Can a bar have a window that opens to the outside and sell paper pull-tabs to customers who come up to the window?
Yes.
How many paper pull-tab deals need to available to customers in order to also sell electronic pull-tabs? One. The pulltab game can have regular multiple window tickets or jar tickets.
Will customers be allowed to go inside a bar/restaurant to purchase pull-tabs from a pull-tab dispensing device if they
take the tickets back outside to open them? No. Customers may not go inside to purchase pull-tabs from a dispensing
device or from a person. Organizations would be allowed to bring the dispensing device outside if they’re able to do so.
The pull-tab dispensing device would need to be in a location where it’s visible by the bar/restaurant’s staff.

